
MaxiCut® Ultra™ 58-917 is the naked liner used on the coated MaxiCut® Ultra™ series. As an 
uncoated underglove it provides cut resistance when used underneath a disposable or other 
waterproof gloves.

As with all our gloves MaxiCut® Ultra™ is dermatologically accredited by the Skin Health 
Alliance as part of our HandCare™ program. They are also pre-washed prior to packaging 
enabling us to guarantee them “Fresh out of the pack” as certified by Oeko-Tex®.

MaxiCut® Ultra™ 58-917 is compliant to FDA CFR Title 21 Part 177.

Assured Protection™

proRange™

Patent Number EP1608808 

FOR PROTECTION AGAINST CUTS

CUTtech® combines and blends high performance yarns and 
fibres to impart different levels of cut protection with the driving 
philosophy to deliver high levels of comfort and wearer satisfaction.

We only source our fibre requirements from long term key 
partners. Once in-house, they are covered, twisted and plated at 
our production facility, the end result being innovative yarns and 
fibres that are light yet flexible. They are engineered to perform.

FOR REDUCED HAND FATIGUE

ERGOtech® focuses on making the glove work like a second skin. 
ERGOtech® concentrates on maximizing the form, fit and feel of our 
gloves, which results in a superior user experience.

Fitting like a second skin this glove is perfect for donning and doffing 
an overglove.

ERGOtech® is designed, developed and integrated into our gloves 
to mimic the natural contours of the hand, to deliver ourstanding 
flexibility, dexterity and tactile sensitivity.

HandCare™ technology platform

The Skin Health Alliance has awarded professional 
dermatological accreditation following review 
of the scientific dossier behind this product.  
View www.skinhealthalliance.org. 

This glove has been laundered prior to final packaging 
making it clean and safe for use.

All ingredients used in the manufacturing and 
construction of this product are compliant with the 
REACH legislation.

The Oeko-Tex® Association has evaluated and 
certified this product as skin safe from the second it 
comes into contact with the skin.

More information about HandCare™ by ATG® is available at 
www.atg-glovesolutions.com.



58-917
89-5730
89-5740
89-5745

Coating - -

Color - -

Liner Light blue Light blue

Sizes 7(S) to 11(XXL) Standard

Palm thickness 0,80 mm -

Length 26 cm 30/40/45 cm

EN 388  ... 3542 3542

Food contact FDA compliant -

Silicon free yes -

Where to use

Cut resistant glove for wearing under disposable gloves or 
other waterproof gloves.

The glove can be laundred by 40°C.

Also available for cut environments

MaxiCut® Ultra™ 44-3745
MaxiCut® Ultra™ combines cut protection 
with comfort, flexibility and dexterity for dry 
environments.

MaxiCut® Ultra™ 44-3745 (3/4 dipped)

MaxiCut® Ultra™ 44-3445 (Palm dipped with dots)
Offers increased cushioned for those doing 
repetitive jobs or carrying heavy loads.

MaxiCut® Ultra™ 44-3445 (3/4dipped with dots)

MaxiCut® Ultra™

Assured Protection™ in cut environments

proRange™

Assured Protection™ Patent Number EP1608808 

SleeveGlove


